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This name uses Portuguese naming customs: the first or maternal surname De Oliveira, and the second or paternal surname - Secretio. Carlos SecretPersonal InformationFall name Carlos Alberto de Oliveira Secret date of birth (1970-05-12) May 12, 1970 (age 50)Birthplace of San Juan da Madeira, PortugalHeight 1.75 m (5 feet 9 in)Playing position (s)
Right backClub infoCast team Kreteil (coach)Youth career1984-1985 Sanjoanense1985-1986 Sporting CP1986-1988 PortoSenior career Vicente 29 (2)1989-1991 Penafiel 64 (2)1991-1992 Famal 31 (2)1992-1993 Braga 31 (2)1993-1996 Porto 86 (6)1996- 1997 Real Madrid 13 (1997) 0)1998-2004 Porto 129 (0)2004-2005 Maya 24 (0)Total 407
(14)Team1992-1993 Portugal U21 7 (0)1994-2001 Portugal 35 (1)Teams managed2007-2008 Maya2008-2009 Lousada2009 Arouca2012-2013Gue Saliros 082015-2017 Lusitanos Saint-Maur2017-2018 Cesarense2018 - Creteil Honours Men's Football Representing Portugal European Championship 2000 Belgium-Netherlands - Senior club appearances
and goals counted for the domestic league only Carlos Alberto Oliveira Secret'rio (born May 12, 1970) former Portuguese professional footballer who played mainly as right-back, and the current manager of the French club USA Crail-Lucitanos. During his 17-year career, in which he appeared in 341 Premier League games and scored 12 goals, he played for
six clubs in his home country, including Porto, with whom he won 15 major titles. He also briefly represented Real Madrid. The Secretary has played more than 30 times with the Portuguese national team, representing the country at two European Championships. In 2007 he started working as a coach. Club career After his professional debut with Gil Vicente
FC in the second division, Secretario, who was born in San Juan da Madeira and began his career as a midfielder, moved to the Premier League with FC Penafiel in 1989 and then spent another season with other league team F.C. Famalic.o. In 1992-1993 he signed with S.C. Braga, where he ran another campaign. In the summer of 1993, Secret'rio joined
league club FC Porto, quickly cementing himself as an undisputed starter in defence or midfield - after retiring, he played almost exclusively as a right-back - and assisted the Northerners in two leagues, one Cup and one Super Bowl in his first spell. He attracted attention from Real Madrid, who signed the player in July 1996, but he will face extreme
difficulties in carving a starting niche with the Spanish club, which was aggravated in January 1997 by the signing of Italian Christian Panucci; In a bizarre incident in the game against Betis at the Santiago Bernabeu stadium, the delay was caused by a rabbit allegedly thrown into a brawl from the terraces and he was quick enough to catch him. The secret
may or may not be a good player, TV commentator Arsenio Iglesias said at the time, but he's really great. Porto in January 1998 for six and a half additional seasons, and will continue to win the UEFA Cup and UEFA Champions League in back-to-back years, although he is currently only backing up the emerging Paulo Ferreira. On 14 March 2002, he was
sent off in a 2-1 match against Panathinaikos, receiving a three-arable disqualification. In June 2005, Secretario retired after one year of service at Fc Maya (second tier). He made 35 appearances for Portugal and also played at the 1996 and 2000 European Championships. In both cases the second choice, he made three appearances. Carlos Cedio:
International Goals Target Date Venue Evaluation Result of the competition 1 June 3, 1995 Estedio das Angas, Porto, Portugal Latvia 2-0 3-2 Euro 1996 qualification 6 Managerial career In 2007, two years after retirement, Cedioio began his coaching career with the Portuguese fourth-tier side F.C. Maya last, the club he played. He continued to work in the
lower leagues for the following seasons, also having a spell in French amateur football. On June 1, 2018, Secretario was appointed to Championnat National 2 US Crethier-Lucitanos. In his first season, with a team including compatriots and their diaspora on the field and in the backroom, he won promotion as champions with four games left. Honorary Player
of the Club Porto Primer League: 1994-95, 1995-96, 1997-98, 1998-99, 2002-03, 2003-04 Thanya de Portugal: 1993-94, 1997-98, 1999-2000, 2000-01, 2002-03 Supertas Candido de Oliveira: 1994, 1998, 1999 UEFA Cup: 2002-03 Real Madrid La Liga: 1996-97 International Portugal European Championship Championship: 200 Manager Crailnat National
Championship 2nd 2018-2019 - Links to Secretario medita negociar su traspaso (Secret thinks about negotiations on his transfer); El Mundo, January 11, 1997 (in Spanish) - They think it's over ... it's meowing as the cat invades anfield pitch; The Guardian, February 7, 2012 - The Secretary of State receives a three-way ban; UEFA, 14 March 2002 -
Hodgson, Guy (1 June 1996). The growing strength in Europe is counting on its foreign legion; COUNTDOWN CHAMPIONSHIP: No 9 Portugal . Independent. Received on April 27, 2020. Portugal is progressing as winners of Group D. Uefa. October 6, 2003. Received on September 21, 2017. Flying-Portugal: Registo 100 por cento vitorioso (Latvia-Portugal:
100 percent winning record) (in Portuguese). Diario de Notias. June 7, 2017. Received on March 25, 2020. - Carlos Cinegio dijts commando tuknico to Lucitos Saint-Mor (Carlos Cedio is no longer in charge of Lucitanos Saint-Mor); Mais Futebol, May 22, 2017 (in Portuguese) - Carlos Secretaryio Nouvel-entrener de Creteil (New Manager of Creteil Carlos
Secretaryerio) (french). L'Okipe. June 1, 2018. Received on February 4, 2019. Rose, Melo (April 22, 2019). Secret de divisao com o Kreteil-Lusitanos (Secretio raises the division with Kretail-Lusitanos) (in Portuguese). About Jogo. Received on September 29, 2019. Azevedo, Pedro (28 years) 2019). The secret of sagra-se Campeo no Creteil e aspira vus
majores (Secret crowns the champion in Kretil and strives for great things) (in Portuguese). Redio Rinascencha. Received on September 29, 2019. External links Of Carlos Cedio to ForaDeJogo Carlos Treagio Manager stats on ForaDeJogo Carlos Cedio on BDFutbol National Team Data (in Portuguese) Carlos Cedio on National-Football-Teams.com
Extracted from Player data Youth Clubs FC Porto (bis 87/88) Player data Youth Clubs FC FC (bis 1987/88) Adrien, Albo7, Corinne, Jurgens, Brezza Alex_10 Veteran Stat Maker Messages: 1242 Joined: 2008 December 29, 13:42 Location: Italy Was thanked: 7 times Postby Alex_10 2009 01 March 16:16 disagree on the decrease of its speed.. I offer
reaction Italian corner on PSD Xyder PSD Loyalty Program Member Messages: 3867 Joined: 2008 December 10, 01:54 Location: Barcelona, Spain thanked: 1 times Postby Xyder 2009 01 March 22:14 TheTrueSeto wrote: I know, that he was very fast in his peak years, but he really 97-fastest? Mendy, although I understand it was after he got older and lost
some of his pace But this match was 3'4 years later than his peak when R. Carlos has over 30 years and physical stats start to go down. I don't agree with downgrading it to TS. TheTrueSeto Regular Poster Posts: 332 Joined: 2008 December 14, 10:27 Postby TheTrueSeto » 2009 March 02, 07:30 Xyder wrote:TheTrueSeto wrote: I know that he was very
fast in his peak years, but he really 97-fastest? Mendy, although I understand it was after he got older and lost some of his pace But this match was 3'4 years later than his peak when R. Carlos has over 30 years and physical stats start to go down. I don't agree with downgrading it to TS. Would you really say he's faster than Agbonlahor? Brezza PSD Loyalty
Program Member Messages: 2277 Joined: 2008 Dec 08, 23:57 Thanked: 12 times Was thanked: 21 times Postby Brezza 2009 March 02, 22:39 TheTrueSeto wrote: Xyder wrote: TheTrSetueo wrote: Know know that he was very fast in his peak years, but he really 97-fastest? Mendy, although I understand it was after he got older and lost some of his pace
But this match was 3'4 years later than his peak when R. Carlos has over 30 years and physical stats start to go down. I don't agree with downgrading it to TS. Would you really say he's faster than Agbonlahor? I'd say so. In his prime, R. Carlos hit his left arm as if he had been shot with a cannon. Accelerates faster But ID say R. Carlos proved that the cyst is
so fast over long distances. A-SK PSD Elite Posts: 1821 Joined: 2008 Dec 10, 00:24 Location: Enfield, Greater London 1 time Was thanked: 1 times Contact: Postby A-SK 2009 March 02, 22:49 Why his attack is so high? He was not a player who positioned himself brilliantly Brezza PSD Loyalty Program Member Messages: 2277 Joined: 2008 Dec 08, 23:57
Thanked: 12 times Was thanked: 21 times Postby Brezza » 2009 March 03, 01:53 I would not say attack 100% is all about positioning, but its also about how effectively they attack i.e. their attacking intelligence and ability to lose their markers, smart runs forward . R'Carlos is probably the most attacking defender of all time he looked like a striker at times,
constantly beating his man, using the space behind his markers and getting to the byline. Fevernova Veteran Stat Maker Posts: 1339 Joined: 2009 February 17, 18:17 Postby Fevernova » 2009 March 03, 16:36 I think its FKA should not be 81, It's too low, perhaps 84-85 will do it ... He was very accurate, he dined not only to rely on his power shot to score
free kicks, he was very dangerous on set balls ... It takes nothing to join the crowd, it takes everything to stand alone Vandeach PSD Loyalty Program Member Messages: 2946 Joined: 2008 December 09, 18:21 Was thanked: 2 times Postby Vandeach » 2009 March 03, 17:12 I can not agree at all that it was faster than Agbonlahor on the football field I would
say 94, but people obviously think it should be red so 95 max imo. If you're the first you're first. If you're second, you're nothing - Bill Shankly. I guarantee the fourth place - Rafael Benitez. p1rha Veteran Stat Maker Posts: 1312 Joined: 2009 February 11, 02:08 Location: Coimbra, Portugal Was thanked: 1 time Postby p1rha » 2009 March 06, 22:14 Vandic
wrote: I can not agree at all that it was faster than Agbonlahor on the football field I would say 94, but people obviously think it should be red so 95 max imo.absolutly right, even bosingwa so fast as the RC was IMO, in no way did it deserve 97 for top speed (92'94 in its prime), the DS is too high, not how it can maintain its entire speed while dribbling, I'd go
for the DS: 86. Last edited by p1rha on 2009 June 06, 20:14, edited 1 times in total. Fevernova Veteran Stat Maker Posts: 1339 Joined: 2009 February 17, 18:17 Postby Fevernova » 2009 March 10, 16:17 How about his free hit Precision? I think 81 is too low, he socred 3-5 free kicks every year including that magical one against Barthes from France, or
against China in the Worl Cup, or against Argentina, etc... He was deadly in this area, I think 85 for FKA, along with his SP (99) well enough ... It takes nothing to join the crowd, it takes everything to stand alone Ravlee Postby ravlee 2009 March 10, 20:00 Fevernova wrote: How about his free Kick Precision? I am 81 is too low, he socred 3-5 free kicks each
year including that magical one against Barthes from France, or against China in the Worl Cup, or against Argentina, etc ... He was deadly in this area, I think 85 for FKA, along with his SP (99) well enough ... disagree with that. IMO his freekicks had a lot of effet rather than posting .. I think I'm thinking. All is well. Fevernova Veteran Stat Maker Posts: 1339
Joined: 2009 February 17, 18:17 Postby Fevernova » 2009 March 11, 18:32 I still think its FKA should be increased ... It takes nothing to join the crowd, it takes everything to stand alone lfc 4 eva Veteran Stat Maker Messages: 1442 Joined: 2008 Dec 10, 11:12 Location: Liverpool, Great Britain thanked: 5 times Was thanked: 34 times Postby lfc lfc 4 eva
2009 11 March, 18:46 I think his free to Ronaldo. A lot of roll and power, but not much placement means he'll hit a lot in the wall or in the stands, but when they are on target they are usually unstopable. Fevernova Veteran Stat Maker Posts: 1339 Joined: 2009 Feb 17, 18:17 Postby Fevernova » 2009 March 11, 18:57 lfc 4 eva wrote: I think his free kiki are
comparable to Ronaldo. A lot of roll and power, but not much placement means he'll hit a lot in the wall or in the stands, but when they are on target they are usually unstopable. That's what I mean, remember, these stats are made to improve a player's resemblance to his real-life habilities, and I have to say I'm pretty good at smashing free kicks into the net,
and with R. Carlos (from 81 for FKA) it's reallllyy hard to score... It takes nothing to join the crowd, it takes everything to stand alone A-SK PSD Elite Posts: 1821 Joined: 2008 Dec 10, 00:24 Location: Enfield, Greater London Thanked: 1 time Was thanked: 1 times Contact: Postby A-SK 2009 March 11, 19:07 Why is his attack so high? He's not a striker for
God's sake! lfc 4 eva Veteran Stat Maker Messages: 1442 Joined: 2008 December 10, 11:12 Location: Liverpool, UNITED Kingdom thanked: 5 times Was thanked: 34 times Postby lfc 4 eva 2009 11 March, 19:09 A SK-wrote: Why his attack is so high? He's not a striker for God's sake! Yer I suggested this on an old site and also suggested an increase in
aggression to compensate. Fevernova Veteran Stat Maker Posts: 1339 Joined: 2009 February 17, 18:17 Postby Fevernova » 2009 March 11, 19:24 A-SK wrote: Why is his attack so high? He's not a striker for God's sake! Well, Carlos Alberto (the predecessor of Roberto Carlos) also has 83, and he was not as offensive as Roberto Carlos, so ... You don't
need anything to join the crowd, it takes everything to stand alone yourigo Regular poster Messages: 354 Joined: 2009 January 09, 23:06 Was thanked: 1 times Postby yourigo » 2009 June 03, 14:27 I agree that his attack should come down, since the attack is basically his offensive positioning, and it was not good enough to be just one meaning Rooney
below for example. I sugest his aggression should go up, not because it represents better than his offensive mentality, then high attack and because fachetti has 87 and lizarazu has 90 (although I just sugested 88 for it) and they were not offensive as Mr. carlos (I don't think any SB ever was)i sugest:attack - 81agression - 89/90 You're bad if you praise, and
even worse if you reproach the issue you don't understand. - Da Vinci Back to 00s Go to Users Users This forum: No registered users and 2 guests
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